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Some Principles behind the Rules of Golf
 
By JOSEPH c. DEY, JR. 

USGA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Suppose you were called upon to write President of the USGA and a long-time 
a code of rules for playing golf. Suppose student of golf. 
you had to start from scratch, with no Thus, when somebody departs from 
previous rules to help you and with only playing the same game that everybody 
your experience in playing the game to else is playing, penalties are applied. The 
guide you. penalties are for two main purposes: 

What would you do? Would you start to discourage anybody from taking un
with what happens on the teeing ground? fair advantage, from trying to play a 
Or would you begin by pointing out the different game, and to try to equalize 
difference between match play and stroke matters when somebody has played a 
play? When would you deal with things different game, either consciously or un

consciously.like pipes and bottles, and how would 
you deal with them? What about twigs Underlying the Rules are two very 

simple principles:and leaves? How about the right to re
PLAY THE COURSE AS WE FIND IT.move the flags tick ? 
PLAY THE BALL AS IT LIES. 

If you had the job of writing the Rules Certainly, if everybody plays the course 
from scratch, a stream of details would as he finds it and if everybody plays his 
come flooding in upon you. You could baH as it lies, where he himself hit it, 
easily be engulfed by them if you didn't then everybody will be playing the same 
have a couple of life preservers. game. The object of the Rules, then, 

All too many of us are confused by the should be served by those two elementary 
Rules. Sometimes they seem like a ideas. 
hodge-podge, full of don'ts and can'ts But even the Garden of Eden had its 
and prohibitions and exceptions and imperfections, and, golf being an im
technical qualifications. Sometimes we perfect human affair, not all questions of 
get lost in the maze of the letter of the golf Rules can be solved by applying one 
law. of those two basic principles. 

There is a way out. There is a spirit For example, when your ball is at the 
behind all the technical little details. bottom of a lake, twenty feet under water, 
There are a few simple but basic ideas it just isn't possible to play the course 
that can guide us. as you find it or to play your ball as it 

lies. You've got to have a way to proIt's important for everyone to know 
ceed. So, too, when your ball is twenty what these basic ideas are. We may not 
feet up in the air, sleeping in a little bedbe called upon to write the Rules of Golf, 
of pine-tree needles. but, just by reason of being players, it 

From this we arrive at a third fundais incumbent upon us to know the Rules. 
mental principle:Golf is an unique game in that every 

If we can't play the course asgolfer is his own referee. 
.	 we find it or .if we can't play the 

ball as it lies, then play fair. JustPurpose and Principles 
that: fair play.


The first thing to clarify is the purpose
 A large percentage of the Rules of Golf 
of the Rules. Why do we need them? deal with cases where the first two prin

The purpose of the Rules is to make ciples won't apply, and those cases are 
sure, as far as possible, that everbody p~tty well go~erned by this third prin
plays the same game. That is how it is CIple. There IS one general Rule which 
phrased by Richard S. Tufts, a Vice- provides: "If any point in dispute be not 



.
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covered by the Rules or Local Rules, the tions. One of the exceptions is that there 
decision shall be made in accordance may be some moving, bending or break
with equity." ing "as may occur in the course of fairly 

To summarize, the three main ideas taking his stance." The new twist in the 
behind all Rules are: question revolved around the meaning of 

PLAY THE COURSE AS WE FIND IT. the word "fairly" as used in this instance. 
PLAY THE BALL AS IT LIES. The USGA answer said in part:IF WE CAN'T CARRY OUT THE FIRST TWO, "The basic object of the Rule is to 

PLAY FAIR. prohibit improving the position of the ball. 
"In the course of taking a reasonable 

Pls?i.ng the Course as We Find It stance, for example, the player might bend 
growing objects, such as tall grass, and as

Let's look at the first principle and see a consequence the line of play might be 
how that idea is carried out in the Rules, affected. The Rule excuses this provided 
the idea of playing the course as we find it occurs as an incident in the course of 

taking the stance.it. "The player is entitled to take his stance 
In the final round of the 1951 Tam fairly. The word 'fairly' should be read 

O'Shanter Open, Jim Ferrier teed his in a normal sense. To put it in other 
words, the player may take a stance whichball on a teeing ground. As he started 
is as reasonable as could be expected into play, he discovered that a branch of the light of the ball's situation. This is 

a tree interfered with his backswing. He guarantee that he is to have a perfectno 
reached up and broke off part of the stance; if that were so, the Rules might 
branch. A question arose as to whether permit players to carry axes and sickles 

and to cut down bushes, grass and treesthis was a violation of a Rule, and, if so, 
which happened to interfere with a perfect

what was the penalty. stance. 
On the face of it, the question seems "In short, the quality of the stance is 

bound to be affected by the general situasimple: maya player break a tree branch 
tion. He may not bend and twist it towhich hampers his backswing? But this suit his convenience.

happened on a teeing ground, and a ball "Therefore, the term 'fairly taking his 
was not yet in play. What difference does stance' is a relative term, not an absolute 
that make? It makes no difference at all one. The player is always limited by 

the main obj ect of the Rule, which is towhether the ball is in play or out of play. 
avoid improving the position of the ball

The basic principle, is that we play the except as may be done incidentally. 
course as we find it. We can't wander "In the circumstances described, A could 
out on the course and break off a branch have taken his stance fairly without bena

ing the young tree. A should be considered that may be in our line of play, and 
to have violated Rule 17-3 and to havewe can't do it on the teeing ground. So lost the hole." 

Jim had violated Rule 17-3 of the present There is a Rule which requires us to 
code, which provides: start at the times and in the order 

"A player shall not improve, or allow to arranged by the committee. We may not 
be improved, his line of play or the position start early, and we may not start late. or lie of his ball by moving, bending or 
breaking anything fixed or growing," sub· This has a relationship to the principle 
ject to exceptions which do not apply here. of playing the course as we find it. In 

That Rule simply is meant to express the 1940 Open Championship six players 
the elementary idea that you play the disqualified themselves when, on their 
course as you find it. Ferrier could have own initiative, they started their final 
moved his ball to a part of the teeing rounds about a half hour ahead of 
ground where there was no interference schedule, without authority. A storm 
to his backswing. was in the making, and it could have 

The same basic issue was involved in been a decided advantage to them to start 
a question about purposely bending a a half. hour early, but they were obliged 
young tree behind you while addressing to take the course as they found it at the 
the ball, but it had a new twist. The times drawn for them When they did 
Rule just quoted has a couple of excep- otherwise, they were not playing the same 
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game as the others One of the sb 
turned in a score which apparel 
him for the Championship, but it 
be accepted 

It is not permitted to build a 
it is not permitted to remove I 

down irregularities of surface whi, 
affect your lie and so forth A 
negative Rules are simply expres 
reverse of the large positive pI 
Play the course as we find it. 

Playing the Ball as It Lie! 

Much of what has been said al 
first principle is also true of 
the ball as it lies. Sometimes 
ideas appear to be identical. 

The key Rule about the ball is I 
It is one of the briefest Rules 
book, but it is perhaps the most im 
It says: 

"A ball shall not be touched I 
and must be played as it lies e 
otherwise provided for in the I 
Local Rules. The player may, 
penalty, touch his ball with his clu 
act of addressing it, provided he 
move the ball." 

There have been a number of 
instances in golf history in wh 
ball was not played as it lay. Ge 
azen says that the greatest O'esl 
sportsmanship he ever saw wa~ n 
the 1925 Open Championship 
Worcester Country Club, in Ma 

, setts. In the last round Bob Jor + playing the sixteenth hole and dro 
the rough. He took his stance 
second shot, was just about to 
ball, then suddenly backed away f 
No one knew just what had happel 

After Bob had holed out, his SCI 

checking with him, said he had 
a 4 and was told by Bob that he h 
a 5. Bob's ball had turned ovel 
he was addressing it. The Rule a 
ball moving after address derives fr 
I~rger principle of playing the ba. 
hes. 

The self-imposed penalty strok 
Bob J ones from winning the Cha 
ship. After the 72 holes of the Cha 
ship he was tied with Willie Mad 
and Willie won after two IS-hole pI 
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is that there 
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It it in other 
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3 and to have 
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in the order 

We may not 
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'e find it. In 
tip six players 
len, on their 
~d their final 
,ur ahead of 
ty. A storm 
it could have 
) them to start 
, were obliged 
round it at the 
Then they did 
lying the same 

game as the others One of the six players 
turned in a score which apparently tied 
him for the Championship, but it couldn't 
be accepted 

It is not permitted to build a stance, 
it is not permitted to remove or press 
down irregularities of surface which could 
affect your lie and so forth All these 
negative Rules are simply expressions in 
reverse of the large positive principle: 
Play the course as we find it. 

Playing the Ball as It Lies 

Much of what has been said about the 
first principle is also true of playing 
the ball as it lies. Sometimes the two 
ideas appear to be identical. 

The key Rule about the ball is Rule 16. 
It is one of the briefest Rules in the 
book, but it is perhaps the most important. 
It says: 

"A ball shall not be touched purjXlsely 
and must be played as it lies except as 
otherwise provided for in the Rules or 
Local Rules. The player may, without 
penalty, touch his ball with his club in the 
act of addressing it, provided he does not 
move the ball." 

There have been a number of famous 
instances in golf history in which the 
ball was not played as it lay. Gene Sar
azen says that the greatest gesture of 
sportsmanship he ever saw was made in 
the 1925 Open Championship at the 
Worcester Country Club, in Massachu
setts. In the last round Bob Jones was 
playing the sixteenth hole and drove into 
the rough. He took his stance for his 
second shot, was just about to hit the 
ball, then suddenly backed away from it. 
No one knew just what had happened. 

After Bob had holed out, his scorer, in 
checking with him, said he had had a 
a 4 and was told by Bob that he had had 
a 5. Bob's ball had turned over while 
he was addressing it. The Rule about a 
ball moving after address derives from the 
larger principle of playing the ball as it 
lies. 

The self-imposed penalty stroke kept 
B~b Jones from winning the Champion
sh~p. After the 72 holes of the Champion
shIp he was tied with Willie Macfarlane 
and Willie won after two 18-hole playoffs: 

Another well-known case involved 
Lloyd Mangrum in the play-off of the 
1950 Open Championship at the Merion 
Golf Club, near Philadelphia. This, too, 
happened on the sixteenth hole. Mang
rum was a stroke behind Ben Hogan. 
He had driven into the rough, played a 
safety shot onto the fairway, fired the 
next to the green and faced a good-sized 
putt for a par and a half with Hogan. 
He addressed his ball for the putt, then 
suddenly leaned over, picked up the ball, 
blew on it, replaced it and holed the putt. 
He went to the next tee under the im
pression that he was still just one stroke 
behind Hogan, only to be informed that 
he had sustained a two-stroke penalty for 
touching his ball while in play. Mang
rum had unconsciously forgotten himself. 
It was a bitter blow, but he took it like 
a great sportsman. 

Suppose there were no such principle 
as playing the ball as it lies. Where 
would the line be drawn? 

When we start a round of golf, we are 
sure, theoretically, of fifty-four perfect 
lies, one on each tee and two on each 
putting green. You would think that 
would be enough. But no. 

Even now those little signs "Winter 
Rules Today" appear at various courses 
over the country. So-called "winter rules" 
constitute the supreme violation of the 
guiding spirit behind all golf rules. 

You will find the subj ect of "winter 
rules" treated in the Appendix to the 
Rules book. in the section about Local 
Rules. The Rules of Golf do not rec
ognize "winter rules" or "preferred lies," 
and the USGA recommends that the Rules 
of Golf be observed uniformly. It is 
recognized, however, that some clubs 
sometimes feel impelled to have "winter 
rules," and so the section on Local Rules 
contains a text which seems appropriate. 
It should be emphasized that the USGA 
does not endorse it. 

Play Fair 
Obviously, there are many instances 

where we can't play the course as we 
find it or we can't play the ball as it lie' 
.We have to devise an artificial way o~t 
III order to keep us in the game, and so we 
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look to the third principle, that of fair 
play. 

The subject of artificial remedies is a 
big one and tends to become complex. 
We'll deal with just a few to indicate 
how the pattern of fair play works out. 

Let's suppose that something is in the 
way of the ball, something which pre
vents us from striking at it as we should 
like. The first thing to ask ourselves is 
whether the interfering thing is natural 
'llr artificial. 

If it is natural and if conditions are 
normal, then generally there is no relief 
from it without penalty, as in the case of 
a tree trunk or an embedded rock against 
which the ball is resting. 

If it is artificial, such as a bench or a 
water pipe, then it is an obstruction under 
the Rules. It is foreign to the playing 
course, and relief may be obtained with
out penalty. We can either move thtl 
obstruction or, if it is immovable and 
interferes with our swing or stance, we 
can move the ball, within certain limits. 

Now let us consider the cases of balls 
lost, unplayable and out of bounds. This 
is a subject worth reviewing now because 
we have finished a year's experience 
with a new uniform Rule covering all 
three cases. 

Let's take our old friends, A, Band C, 
in a three-ball match. On one hole A's tee 
shot winds up unplayable. A is the sole 
judge of the matter; his discretion governs 
as to whether the ball is unplayable or not. 
If A decides to go back to the tee and play 
another ball, he will be playing three, 
because the penalty is stroke and distance. 
The penalty encourages him to exercise 
his discretion carefully as to whether his 
ball is unplayable or not. If the penalty 
were loss of distance only, A might be 
inclined to replay the stroke and perhaps 
a good number of other strokes. For 
instance, A doesn't play bunker shots 
very well, so if he could get out of a 
bunker by a distance-only penalty, he 
might declare the ball unplayable in a 
bunker pretty frequently. So the govern· 
ing idea of fair play says that A plays 
three of! the tee if his first one is unplay. 
able. 

In this same three-ball match, B's tee 

shot becomes lost. He has to go back 
to the tee and play three, because the 
penalty is stroke and distance. The 
penalty encourages him to look carefully 
for his ball. If the penalty were loss 
of distance only, he might be careless 
about trying to find the ball whenever it 
went into heavy grass or deep WQods. 
Besides, it's only right and proper that 
B play three off the tee for his lost ball 
since A has to play three off the tee for 
his unplayable ball. 

This is getting to be quite a difficult 
hole, and C doesn't help matters any. 
He drives over the fence, out of bounds. 
He is off the course completely. Is there 
any reason why he should be allowed 
to play two off the tee, under a penalty 
of distance only, when his opponents, A 
and B, are playing three? Fair play says 
C also must proceed under a stroke-and· 
distance penalty. 

All these remedies are artificial, but 
they are uniform and fair. 

Conclusion 
In recalling the three simple bases on 

which the Rules are built, we have not 
meant to leave the impression that there 
is nothing else to the Rules. We have 
merely tried to clear away some of the 
mental undernrush so the main outline of 
the trees can be discerned hetter. 

Actually, to know the Rules of Golf re
quires study. If you really want to' 
know them, give yourself a little test when 
a problem of Rules next comes to your 
attention. Before you look in the book, 
try to see the problem in the light of the 
main purpose of the Rules - to insure 
that everybody plays the same game. 
Try to see it in the light of the three 
principles which are intended to express 
that purpose: 

PLAY THE COURSE AS WE FIND IT. 
PLAY THE BALL AS IT LIES. 
PLAY FAIR. 

The best way to learn the Rules is to 
keep their spirit uppermost. For there 
is a spirit about golf, and it's very much 
like the spirit of life. We have free 
choice to decide. Do we decide on the 
basis of fairness, or of total selfishness? 
As in life, so in golf we are really our 
own referees.· 

Golf Is
 
By the] 

SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR, 

The pungent title of this mes! 
warranted because it expresses a 
man's excuse for treating a to] 
mundane as golf. 

For some time the conviction tho 
is the remedy for the major disOT< 
today has enthralled me. The ass 
that my opinion is more than an 
man's (or should I say Scotsm. 
dream was reinforced when our I, 
dailies headlined the news that Pn 
Eisenhower had turned to the play 
golf before preparing to take the 
est office in civilization. This con 
me of my obligation to release the 
of maintaining concord throughOl 
world. 

The immediate need is a Linco 
soul in the United Nations to pl 
with infectious fervor that golf, the I 
of the proud and the exalter of the 
hIe, can eradicate from the heal 
rulers the Satanic pride which . 
the lust for conquest that blights the 
ways of history. 

The proposal will demand that 
prospective ruler, be he emperor, 
queen, kaiser, fuhrer or president, q 
for his job by learning to play at 
bogey golf consistently. Joe Novak's 
"Par Golf in Eight Steps," has conv 
me that par, a much more elusive 
than peace, can be attained. An 
learning, the humility which imp 
champion to grovel before the ey 
his caddie after missing a three-fo01 
will be embedded also in the wield 
the scepter or mace. 

We can all picture the cameraderi, 
would develop at the Nineteenth Ho 
ter a Masters-of-Men tournament. 
would be edified by the obedience of 
fellow-participants to the Rules 0 
game and to the traditional standar 
sportsmanship. Every golfer record 
submits his own errors in play. 


